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SponsonKi by Beta Chi Sigma

Saturday is MBU Day
SOURCE:OPI
About 600 scouts and 150
leaders from 77 troops in
Missouri and nearby states
have preregistered for Merit
Badge University (MBU) at
the University of MissouriRolla Saturday, Feb. 28.

following badges: Atomic
energy, aviation, chemistry,
computers, electricity,
electronics,
energy,
engineering, environmental
science. first aid, fish and
wildlife
management,
forestry, machinery, metals
engineering, oceanography,
photography, public health,
radio, soil and water conservation, space exploration,
surveying, traffic safety,
weather, Wilderness survival, and geology.

At MBU, held annually at
UMR for the past six years,
boy and girl scouts may earn
one of 25 science or
engineering- merit badges
with the assistance , of
students and faculty of
UMR, a technological
Registration and films are
university, and other ex- scheduled
from 6:30 to 8:45
perts.
a.m. in the lobby of the
Work is offered on the Electrical Engineering

Building. Skills sessions for
scouts will be held both
morning and afternoon and
there will be a program for
leaders and parents of
scouts. Events will include
campus tours with visits to
laboratories and other
facilities.
MBU is sponsored by Beta
Chi Sigma, an international
scouting and guiding service
fraternity.
Scouts have preregistered
from Brookline Station,
Canton, Carthage, Chad·
wick, Charleston, Centralia,

Columbia, Desloge, Fort
Leonard Wood, Hannibal,
House Springs, Jackson,
Jefferson City, Joplin,
Neosho, Nevada, Nixa,
O'Fallon, Poplar Bluff,
Richland, Rolla, Salem,
Springfield, St. Louis,
Versailles, West Plains,
Shawnee Mission, Kans.,
Miami, Okla., and, in the St.
Louis area: Arnold, Ballwin,
Bridgeton, Chesterfield,
Creve Coeur, Crestwood,
Dellwood, Des Peres,
Ferguson,
Florissant,
Glendale, Kirkwood,
Manchester, Maryland
Heights
and
Webster
Groves.

; Missouri Miner
Late last week, the long awaited lights were
fmaUy installed in several parking lots around
. the campus, including lots 4 and 11 which are
located near the Quad. The lights were put up to
provide a safer traveling area for UMR coeds as
well as to give an additional element of secUrity
to the owners of vehicles parked on these lots. As
can be seen in the above photo, there is now
plenty of light in these well traveled areas.
(Photo by Stanfield)

Satellite to link four
UM campuses
By KEN HARDY
In response to enormous
rate increases by the
General Telephone and
Telegraph Co. the University
of Missouri Board of
Curators has decided to
adopt satellite services for
computer communications
between the four campuses.
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As a first step in the plan,
the curators approved the
purchase of transmission
control units for the campuses. The control units, at
$800,000, will allow immediate reduction in the
number of inter-campus
telephone lines.
Their action was spurred
by a 125 percent rate hike for
tel~hone data transmission.
Under the new rates, annual
~I'
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data communication costs
could rise from $440,000 to
about one million dollars.
To use satellite com·
munications, the curators
will have to approve the later
purchase of four ground
stations for the campuses.
The ground stations would
cost an additional $278,000.
The ground stations would
link the transmission control
units to commercial satellite
service.
Once the new system is
paid for, annual data
communication costs for the
four campuses are projected
at $119,000. When the
-satellite service is in
operaJion it could also be
used for video and voice
communications
between
campuses.
--
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Graphics syste", being installed
SOURCE: OPI
When engineering drawing
students at the University of
Missouri-Rolla are asked to
"picture this," they'll soon
be turning to a computer
terminal instead of a drafting table thanks to a new
computer graphics system.
That system, which will
enable UMR students to do
work in computer-aided
design and computer.aided
manufacture (CAD-CAM),
will be introduced in freshman engineering drawing
classes this
summer.
Eventually, the system will
be integrated into all of
UMR ' s
engineering
curricula.
"Our use of the system in
Engineering Technology lO
(Engineering Drawing and
Descriptive
Geometry)
classes during the summer
session will be on an experimental basis," said
Wells N. Leitner, UMR
associate professor of
engineering technology. "It
will be a learning experience
for us as well as the students.
"We want to try some
'1~1'

'II'

things and we want to see however, that this rigorous shapes such as circles,
how the system will fit into attention to basics will help squares, cubes and cones. In
the structure of the course," them in their other addition to allowing objects
he continued. "We're also engineering classes and iri to be rotated and scaled, it
also can provide two- and
interested in seeing how their careers as well.
quickly students will be able
"It's a tremendous tool for three-dimensional views and
to transfer what they've visualization and con- information on such things
,learned to do by hand to the ceptualization," Leitner as surface area and center of
keyboard of a graphics said, " and one every gravity.
engineer can make use of.
"You only need to draw
terminal."
Although students' ex- There are so many different one two-dimensional view of
posure to the system will be things you can do with it." an object," Swancutt said.
The system is program- "The
comDuter
is
gradual , they'll have a
thorough knowledge of med to provide students with programmed to develop
drafting and computer-aided numerous drafting and any other two- or three.
capabilities, dimensional view that you
design as an engineering geometric
tool by the time they've including location of points; might want or need. All of
generation of lines, arcs and
completed the course.
See Graphics, page 2
"Students will have to curves; and the creation of
learn the fundamentals of
drafting at a table before MSM-UMR history
they ever sit down at a
graphics terminal," said
George Swancutt, UMR
By ROGER RAKERS
Unfortunately sources for
associate professor of
engineering technology.
UMR professors Lawrence such
information are
"Then when they!re ready to Christenson and Jack Ridley somewhat limited and they
start working with the are presently researching would appreciate all insystem, we'll begin With the the history of MSM-UMR formation that could be
basics again - locating and are particularly in- given to them. Anyone who
points and drawing lines, teres ted in describing feels that they could help is
arcs and curves - before student
life
and asked to contact either Dr.
moving on to more complex organizations, including Lawrence Christenson at
drafting problems."
campus fraternities and 341-4806 or Dr. Jack Ridley
Students
will
at 341-4802.
find, sororities.

Profs request help

'1~~1'
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All students & faculty are invited ·to

The Board of Curator's ''Rap Session"
on Wednesday, March 4, from 2:30 to 4:20 p.m. in the Physics Auditorium.

-
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alendar of Events Calendar of Events Calendar of EventsCalendar of
: -Eve-fits ' Calendar of Events Calendar of Events Calendar of Events Cal
TUESDAY

THURSDAY
TONIGHT'S MOVIE
The Greal Film ~eries presenls " The Tim Drum," at 7:30 p.m. in
the M.E. Auditorium . Admission is 52 or season ticke~ .

RHA ST. PAT'S-A-GRAM
Send a friend or foe a St. Pat's-a-gram. On sale now in front of the
hockey puck, through March 10. Green carnations can 'be purchased
from R.H .A. for $1.00 or 2 for 51.75. Weeds are 30cen~.

WARGAMERS ASSOCIATION OF ROLLA
The Wargamer Association of Rolla will hold a meeting on
Thursday, February 26 in room 206 M -CS . Plans for the upcom'ing
Open Gaming session and a DSoD tournament will be discussed.
Anyone may attend.

SHPE
The Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers has a meeting
tonight at 7:00 in room 115 Civil Engineering . Dr. Miles will be the
guest spea ker.

FRIDAY
PRE-ST _PAT'S BASH
Come to Phi Kappa Theta's third annual "Party Before the Party"
wh i ch will be held Friday , March 6, from 8 p.m . till a.m . at 707 State
Street. Plenty of St. Pat's type beverages will be on hand to help
celebrate the last weekend before the best ever!
SOUTHWINDS DEADLINE
Don ' t forget, Friday, Feb. 27 is the final date for Southwinds
subscriptions, Come on UMR , let' s make this year' s magazine one
you can be proud of. Turn in Subscriptions to any Southwinds Club
member or leave in Southwinds mailbox on 3rd floor of H·SS or on 2nd
floor of Rolla building . (Art work and photos will be returned , bu t no
promises are made regarding prose and poetry. Keep a COpy.)

UMR TARGET PISTOL CLUB
The UMR Target Pistol Club will meet from 6 : 30 to 8:30 p.m . on
Tuesday evening. Meetings will be in the ROTC range, T -2 (behind the
library). Pistols are provided and ammunition Is available for
purchase . All students, faculty and staff are welcome . Come loin up
and enjoy target shooting for practice and in competition.
CHI EPSILON
There will be a general meeting for Chi Epsilon on March 10 at 4: 30
in Room 117 C.E . Bldg. All members and pledges are urged to attend.
SWE
The Society of Women Engineers will hold a meeting on Tuesday,
March 3, at 6 : 15 p.m . in the Missouri Room of the University Center.
The guest speaker will be Kathy Burak from the University of
Missouri ·St . Louis Women's Center . Nominations for officers will be
made and refreshments will follow .

WEDNESDAY
IEEE
The IEEE student branch will hold its monthly meeting this
Wednesday , March 4. Dr. Morgan, the Electrical ' Engineering
department chairman, will speak on what the department is doing
and trying to achieve . The meeting is at 7: 00 p.m. and there will be a
question and answer period.
ASCE
On Wednesday, March 4 at 7:00 p.m. in Room 114 of the Civil
Engineering Building, the UMR student chapter of the American
Society of Civil Engineers will have a meeting . The guest speaker will
beMr . Kevin Bodenhamer from Cities Service Gas Company who will
be speaking on the role of civil engineers in the petroleum refining
industry . A door prize and refreshments will be given away after the
meeting . Memberships will be available. Everyone is invited to
att end .

NODAY
SATURDAY
CAMPUS CLUB PARTY
Part y at Campus Club Sat., Feb . 28. There' s only 12 days till the best
ever SO start off "The 12 Daze of St. Pat's" at Campus Club's campus
wide party! Profits go the Theta Tau Ugly Man.

MONDAY
AIAA
The AIAAwi li have its nex t meeting on Monday, March 2, at 7:00 in
t he M.E. A uditorium . Guest speaker fo r the ev ening will be Mr. Tom
Dezern from General Dynamics , His topic will be on the F-16 and the
" Control Configured Vehicle." Everyone is welcome. Refreshments
and memberships will be available after the meeting .

MISSOURI GRANT CHECKS-1981 SPRING
At this point it appears that a percentage reduction of each Missouri
Grant will be implemented . This reduction will probably be from 7
percent to 9 percent ..
Hopefully these checks should be here around April 1, 1981. As soon
as the checks for the 1981 spring semester arrive announcem'ents will
be made.
MAY GRADUATES
If you will be completing requirements for a degree at the end of the
spring semester, you should make app1ication for that degree by
going to the Registrar 's Office at your earliest convenience . The
Reg istrar's Office will not be able to include you with other students
finished undergraduate and graduate degrees on May 17 unless you
m ake application with Lauren Peterson.

The MIssouri MIner Is the official publlcaUon of the students of
the University of MIssouri at Rolla, It Is publtsbed weekly at
Rolla, MIssouri. The MIssouri MIner features acUvlUes of the
students and faculty of UMR
Editor
Mariiyn Kolbet
364-8441
Business Manager

Daryl Seck
C hris Ransom

364-9792
341 -2811)

rFaculty Ad visor

C urtis Adams

341 -4809)

.Features Editor
Mary Ford
364-5290
Features Staff: Bob K oenig, D ave W i iiiams. Lau ra Be nde r, A I
Oakes, Jackie Griggs. Tom Laventure
Sports Editor
John Daniel
341·2810
:Sports Staff: Marc Schrank, Dave Jones, Dan Brown, Kevin
Lyons, Doug Mosley, Dave Roberts.
'
Photo Editor
Dave Caswell
Photographers: Rick Bee, Eri c G ieseke, Doug M eyer.

341 -2495

Subscriptions are available to the general readership at a
rate of $6 per semester. Articles and photos for publication
in the MIner must be in by 9:00 p,m. on Monday before
printing on Thursday,

THE MISSOURI MINER
T-l,341-4235
University of MIssouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401

I I~ SUBScripts
Saturday, February 28, the
Social Committee of the
Student Union Board will
have a coffeehouse featuring
John Biggs. The concert will
be in St. Pat's Ballroom at
8:00 p.m,

On Wednesday, March 4,

Advertising Director
Cynthi a Monds
364-8989
A d vert ising Sales Staff: D ean Hutson, M ar vis Ri dgely.
News Editor
Paul Braun
364-9792
-N ews Staff: Chris Noonan , K en H ardy ,
Suzy
Bruner. Dann y G rueninger , John Johnson, Ba rbara Y aeger .

ENGINEER IN TRAINING EXAMINATION
Each year members of the UMR faculty volunteer their services to
review the various areas covered on the E I T Examination. SeSSions
will be held on the UMR campus on the following nights:
Tues., March 17,7-10 p.m., ME Aud., Electrical Circuits So E .E,Prof. Nau.
Thur .. March 19, 7-10 p.m., CE Aud" Fluid Mechanics-f'rof.
Bayless.
Tues., March 24, 7·10 p.m., ME Aud., Mathematics-{)r. Scrivner.
Thur., March 26, 7-10 p.m., CE Aud., Strength of Materials-Dr.
Parry.
Tuesday, March 31, 7·10 p.m., ME Aud., Heat Power So M.E.-Dr.
Sauer.
Wed ., April 1, 7-10 p.m., ME Aud ., Statics & Dynamics-Or.
Hornsey.
Thur., April 2, 7·10 p.m., CE Aud., Engineering Economy-Prof,
Roberts.
The ElI Examination will be given Saturday, April 11, 1981.
Separate questions may not be offered in physics and chemistry but
these subjects will be included In other questions.
A I ist stating each applicant's name and room number will be
posted the day before the exam in the Civil Engineering Building, in
the ha II across from Room 111.
Copies of this schedule are available in CE 111.

On Sunday, March 1st, the
Indoor Recreation Committee will sponsor the
movie
THE
CHEAP
DETECTIVE starring Peter
Falk and Ann-Margret. The
movie will be shown at 4:00
p,m. and 6:30 p,m. in Centennial Hall.

Missouri Miner

Managing Edi tor

NOTICE TO ALL JULY AND DECEMBER GRADUATES
The UMR Placement Office has scheduled an interview season
especially for July 1981 and December 1981 grads. This period will be
from April 14 through May 8. No other graduates will be permitted to
Interview during this special period,
We expect to have at least 100 employer firms come ,n for
interviews at this time. As of February 12,62 have reserved interview
dates in this period and have requested a total of 124 interview
schedules .
If you are a July or December graduate you are welcome to Sign for
job interviews during the regular spring season now under way.
However we hope you will take advantage of this special 'opportunity
in April and May. II will allow earlier employer contacts and more
time ior plant visits and fina I negotiation with the right employers. II
will also save overcrowding on the interview schedules next fall.

Commonwealth
Of Rolla

The Miner currently has several
staH openings for:

News Writers
Investigative Reporters
H you are interes_ted in applying
for these positions, come to the
Miner offlce, Bldg. T-1, Monday
night at 9 p.m. or call the office.

.IJiil.W4~.
TELEPHONE 364 · 1857

IIIIII

the Fine Arts Committee will
present a classical guitar
concert featuring Ron
Hudson. The concert wiJ] be
at 8:00 p.m, in Centennial
Hall.
Tickets for the St. Pat's
Concert will go on sale next
Thursday, March 5, in the
Student Union-West. The
feature band is Headeast.
Ticket prices are $3,00 for
students, two per 1.0., and
$5.00 for the public, Time of
sales will be from 9:30 a.m.2:30 p,m. each day through
March 11. Tickets will again
go on sale March 14 at 6:30
p.m" the day of the concert.

Y~r
year,

semester-

Ordinary People R
SPECIAL
OWL SHOW
Fri. & Sat. 11:45

Breaker Beauties x

the college pI~m from
Fidelity Union Life
is the most accepted,
most popular

life insurance program
on campuses all over
America.
,~
Find out

WhY~

364-5268
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Dr. Friberg receives award
SOURCE: OPI
Dr. Stig Friberg, Curators'
Distinguished Professor of
Chemistry at the University
of Missouri-Rolla, has
received the Society of
Cosmetic Chemists (SCC)
Literature Award for 1979.
The award, which consists
of a scroll and an
honorarium, was presented
at an Awards Luncheon held
in conjunction with the SCC's
Annual Scientific Meeting in
the Empire State Ballroom
of the Grand Hyatt New
York, New York City.
In announcing the award,
the SCC Literature Award
Committee
cited
Dr.
Friberg's
"efforts
to
elucidate the structure of
the interfacial films in
emulsions, (his) cogent
interpretation of the nature
of the interfacial film as a
lamellar liquid crystalline

phase and (his) important Institute
of
Surface
contributions to our un- Chemistry from 1969-76, and
ders ta nding
of
the in 1974 he became the
mechanism of the formation youngest person to be
of microemulsions."
elected to the Royal National
A native of Sweden, Dr. Swedish
Academy
of
Friberg earned his B.S., Engineering Sciences. In
M.S. and advanced degrees 1978 he received the SCC's
equivalent to more than a Lecture Award, which was
Ph.D. from the University of sponsored by Shaw Mudge &
Stockholm. He has been a Company, and became only
member of the UMR faculty the third person from the
since 1976 and was named a United States to be granted
Curators' Professor in June honorary membership in the
1979.
Japanese Chemical Society,
Dr. Friberg's principal Colloid Division.
area of interest is colloidal
He currently is editorand surface chemistry and in-chief of "The Journal of
his research is concerned Dispersion Science and
generally with systems of Technology" and is a
water, oil and amphiphilic member of the Victor K.
substances .
With
his LaMer Award Committee
graduate assistants, he is and the advisory board of
studying
the
basic " The Journal of Colloid
phenomena of emulsions , Interface Science." He also
microemulsions and foams. is the author of more than 200
Dr. Friberg served as the publications and several
director of the Swedish books.

About 4:30 p.m. last Wednesday, Feb. 18, a boiler maHunctioned at UMR's
TJ Residence Hall and caused about 500 students to be evacuated for
approximately a half of an hour. After the fireman shut down the boiler,
the maintenance personnel were called to fix the faulty boiler.
(Photo by Gieseke)

Graphics

l ing, in
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Student financing:

GSL faces program cut
PHILADELPHIA,
PA
(CPS) - President Reagan's
proposal to cut the
Guaranteed Student Loans
(GSL) program will lead
more students to default on
their federal loans, a
University of Pennsylvania
researcher contends.
In a draft report on the
possible effects of the cutback, Kurt Kendis wrote the
"cost-cutting plans which
place the entire burden on
the borrower will leave a
large portion of two million
young people very little
choice but to default, at least
in part, on their student loan

obligations. ' ,
The current GSL default
rate is 11 percent.
David Stockman, director
of the Office of Management
and Budget, has recommended that federal interest
subsidies on GSLs be
dropped. Until now, the
government has made up the
difference to banks between
the nine percent interest
they charge students and the
higher interest rates banks
could get from loaning the
money to non-students.
Kendis' report, which is
being actively used by anticut lobbyists in Washin~ton.

this information then can be
stored in the computer's
memory
for
future
reference.
"The system also will
provide you with the correct
data for your design," he
added, "so that you can go
back and correct your
original drawing. It tells you
what it should be."
Other advantages that the
system has over drafting
done in the convential
manner are the speed with
which drawings can be

D.C., notes that low starting
salaries that students get
immediately after
graduation generally make
it even harder to make loan
payments, especially the
SUBMITI'ED BY
higher loan payments that
ST. PAT'S BOARD
would result if the Reagan
plan is approved.
University of Missouri"It is clear that the Rolla student ' members of
'standard' budget for con- the st. Pat's Board will make
sumption of a 24-year-old st. Pat's green items
leaves no room for the loan available to the general
repayment if interest has public' for the next three
compounded and accrued Saturdays.
over time," Kendis wrote.
"That even nominal loan
Board members will be
repayments are made in a selling the "1981 Greenstuff"
timely manner is a
miracle."
~

...

STUDENT NITE

Johnny's Smoke Stak

f,om page 1

produced and the ease with
which modifications can be
made in an existing design.
"Drawing an ellipsis by
hand with a template is a
complicated and timeconsuming project," Leitner
said. "But the system can
draw one on the terminal
screen in a matter of
seconds, and all you have to
do is supply four pieces of
data."
Because modifying input is
added to the system by

"The 'interactive' nature
of the system will allow
in parking lots at the Forum, students to see pictorial
McDonald's, Krogers, both representations of the
Wal-Mart stores and on modifications they have
Pine Street from 9 a.m. to 3 made in their design almost
p.m. on Feb. 21, 28 and immediately," Swancutt
said. "Further modifications
March 7.
Items and prices are as can be carried out with ease
follows: sweatshirts - $7.50, until a satisfactory design is
baseball caps - $3.50, achieved."
stocking caps - $3.50,
"This is a technology that
garters -75 cents, glass jars
-$1.50, huggers-$2.00, and is going to revolutionize the
engineering profession,"
buttons - 50 cents.
Leitner said. "A lot of industries already are making
use of it and more are
picking up on it every day. It
certainly will be to a
student's advantage when he
or she enters the job market
to have had some experience
in the field."

!\\av!akos

~Candiey

... they say the sweetest things
St. Louis' favourite since 1907.

It Pays To Sell
To

Ozark Silver
Exchange

20% Discount
1107 Pine

Rolla

...-----------------------------------

Gold

Silver

Mavrakos
at

Every Sunday Nite in March 1981,
Show Your 1.0. and Get

_._,,_, ,_.-r

The "hands-on" experience that UMR students
will get with CAD-CAM also
will help them when it comes
time for them to find jobs.

Green items on sale

Hwy. 72 & Rolla ST.

5:00 till 9:00

means of a terminal
keyboard and a data tablet,
there is no need to punch
computer cards and feed
them into a reader. And
because all drawing is done
on the terminal screen,
computer print:9uts are no
longer necessary, although
hard-copy
output
is
available if needed.

364 ·3161
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Miner controls volume to administration's ear?
Dear Editor :
I was extremely pleased to
see Bob Koenig's article
concerning the issue of
campus lighting in the last
edition of the Miner. It was
the best example of
responsible editorial comment that I have seen in the
Miner for quite some time. I
wish to add a few thoughts on
the subject.
Last academic year there
was an immense problem at
UMC in that several female

students were being a ttacked on campus each
month. The UMC administration and stUdent
government cooperatively
set up an evening transportation service, improved
campus lighting , and
sponsor ed several rape
preven ti on semina r s .
Although no assaults had yet
occurred at UMR, the UMR
Student Council passed a
resolution stating that the
lack of adequate lighting had
created a security and safety

Letters to
the Editor

problem on campus. This
problem was being made
worse by energy-saving
cutbacks in lighting.
When the resolution was
discusssed with a few administrators the usual
response was, "We will look
into it, but the Security and
Traffic Safety Committee is
in charge of these kinds of
things." One of the student
representatives on that
committee reported to me
that the resolution had been
discussed and put on hold
because
of
financial
priorities. It seems that the
majority of their funds were
to be spent on parking lot
repairs. In short, we lost.
Not surprisingly, as 'soon
as a report or two of assaults
on campus started coming
in, the fog of bureaucracy
dispersed to reveal new
outdoor lights being erected.
Unfortunately, this situation

Flyer slights reptiles?

is not Il1lCOmmOn among

large institutions. Problems
tend to be priority stacked by
cost, i.e. when the cost of
rectifying a problem is less
than the losses brought about
by that problem, action is
initiated. Since no assaults

S2222SS2S22SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS222:SSSSSSS

'N any finger pointing is to be done,
we should all stand in a circle
and point at each other.'
--Dale McHenry, STUCO President

~tu~:~~ M~~~ President
had occurred at the time, no allowed the friction of
losses had been incurred and bureaucracy to erode our
Editor' s
note :
The
the project was nixed.
momentum before we had Missouri Miner staff realizes
At UMR, the above rule is approached any semblance our responsibility and is
broken only if adverse of victory . The ad- hard-pressed to meet it. Our
publicity is involved. It is my ministration allowed its news section relies on the
firm belief that if the Miner financial ledgers to eclipse " propaganda" from OPI
had printed the Student the light of foresight. The oniy when our own writers
Council resolution or had Miner saw two men "dry up," like this week. We
printed a front page editorial wrestling in the mud and refuse to get dirty without
those lights would have been refused to get involed for the facts. We do not get the
up by January 1980. The fear of getting dirty.
facts because of our shortage
administration will usually
I suspect that the ad- of writers. We are always
respond to an issue if the ministration will always be open to ideas and material
volume is oniy turned up guilty of possessing a certain from concerned readers.
loud enough. The Miner has
the responsibility to become Buick.Oldsmob;le AMC · Jeep · Ren o ult -Bukk ·Oldsmob;le AMC
more than a fun-filled fact
GET OUR BEST DEAL
~
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80 New Cars In Stock • Many in
Stock not reflecting previous
price increases.
Savings to $600.
Drive a Bargain today

Q.

JEANS -Gloria Vanderbilt

Downtown Rollo

This Sa
28, the Stu

CT

-Intuitions -JH Collectibles -Thermo Jac

817 P;ne

Discount

l>

-GuinneSax -Yves Jennet -PBJ

.

10%

.

:
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I

on any AMC· O~
Sx4·SPIRIT·
Ig CONCORD base price. SAVING ~
o
TO $800.
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degree of tunnel vision, and
student government will
always be overpowered by
bureaucracy. However, the
Miner can easily cure its
case of self-inflicted lockjaw.
The paper says, "for the
stUdents of UMR." We pay
your salaries, so pick up
your dusty gloves and fight
for us, God dammit. As
Koenig said, "Better poor
action than no action at all or
indifference.' ,

sss :sSSSSSSSSSS3 3SSSSS:ssssssssssssssss,

the recent flyer which was relations between the
circulated about campus species. It is enough that
Once again, another advertising a party at Alpha other students stare at us
minority organization has Epsilon Pi for the Theta Tau and ridicule us as we venture
fallen prey to a malicious Ugly Man. On this flye! was across campus, but these
attack intended solely to a caption of either an university approved slurs
humor the prejudiced views alligator or a crocodile, (the must cease, immediately.
of a campus population artist was obviously unconsisting mostly of white skilled in drawing likenesses Sincerely,
males, or more commmoniy of us reptiles).
Is this supposed to mean Al E. Gater
referred to as rednecks. It
seems that Dean Robert- that reptiles are ugly? Well, President, ARES
son's directive has been in my opinion, those human
forgotten once again, or females I' see on campus " Crock" A. Dial
most likely, ignored. The leave a lot to be desired, too! Vice President, ARES
time has come for action to So what do you think of thatl
We, the members of the Sal A. Mander
be taken to bring a sudden
halt to these tasteless acts. UMR chapter of the Secretary, ARES
What I am referring to is "Association of Reptilian
Engineering Students, " or
ARES, feel that we deserve
justice, just like the Black
and Hispanic students did
when they were slighted in
similar incidents. These acts
of intentional malice must
stop if we are to keep good
. ~ :0:~~~7">'7"·S;,'m.t

Dear Editor :

I am by no means blaming
the delay on the campus
lighting issue on the Miner
alone - that would be stupid.
If any finger pointing is to be
done we should all stand in a
circle and point at each
other. I screwed up in that I

/

a_n_d_ S_a_v_e
_ $_$$
_____

__
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KMNR# 89.7 FM

The broadcasting begins
By DAVID WILLIAMS

The
ealizes

The staff at KMNR, 89.7 FM.

( Photo by Bee)
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In only 4lh more days,
you'll again be hearing that
familiar cry of "Snakes,
Freshman!" That's right,
starting March 2nd the
snakes will again come out of
winter hibernation (do
snakes hibernate?) only to
invade the campus of UMR.
But have no fear, good
people of Rolla, because of
course there will be the ever
present, (ever sadistic)
Freshmen, armed with
shillelaghs, to kill the snakes
and clear the way for St. Pat.
And as not to make the
freshman girls feel left out,
let me remind you all that
you are expected to make
walking sticks so that you too
can join in the action .
Moreover, so that the
transfer students get into the
fun, let me take this opportunity to inform you that

iT.
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Something for all you
organizations out there in the
reading world. The St. Pat's
Board would like to talk with
anyone who wishes to sell
anything
at
The
Extravaganza, March 12, or
at "The Games," March 13,
about obtaining a sales
permit. In order for you to
sell anything you must first
meet with the officers of the
UMR St. Pat's Board.
Remember, tomorrow is
the deadline for non·float
entries in the St. Pat's
Parade. You must submit a
typed entry to Jer~y
Edwards at AEPi before 5
p.m.
One week from today, it all
begins - Court Elections! I!

This Saturday, February
28, the Student Union Board
will feature John Biggs in a
coffeehouse performance in
st. Pat's Ballroom. John, one
of the best performers
around the college market
today, has performed at
UMR previously, dazzling
audiences as seen by
repeated demands for encores.
Gifted with a strong and
resourceful voice, John's
confidence and poise holds
the audience's attention with
~

I
I

.(;'.

:

COMING SOON FOR ST. PAT'S

I
I

GREEN HOAGIE BREAD & GREEN SPRITES
Expi res March 4. '98'

However, you knew this
from the beginning. Sure,
sacrifices must be made, but
worthwhile projects are
never easy. The experience
is invaluable, and good times

are assured. With this in
mind, you prepare for your
first semester of being a
"regular" broadcaster.
LEARNING
Your first shows are expectedly weak. You are
trying to create direction
from which your music will
flow easily and uninhibited.
And this requires reviewing
different groups, different
sounds, and a variety of
mUSical genre!! . This is
unlike most commercial
radio stations, where D-J's
See Music, page 8

~
~

a variety of tunes, ranging
from bluegrass, to folk
music, to country. John
plays some of his own songs,
such as •• Homes Another Day
Away" and "Back In the
Country" along with some
popular folk songs with
banjo in both frailing style
and Scruggs method and
guitar with some nice
bluegrass licks. For an
evening of some fast action,
foot stompin' music and fine
folk, bluegrass and country John Biggs returns to Rolla.
music, see John Biggs this
Saturday, February 28, at
(Promotional photo)
8: 00 in St. Pat's Ballroom.

$1.75

involvement.
(In
engineering terms, quality
equals F (time), or, q equals
F (t».

.*****************************

l ~6.~:~ Hamburger, Fries and
~~~~e
Large Coke

§

You have made it through
the tedious KMNR trainee
program, and you've passed
the FCC qualifying test
which enables you to
broadcast. You've secured a
weekly morning show _
quite deservedly. And the
payoffs are about to beSlin.

But - "there ain't no such
thing as a free lunch." There
still are KMNR meetings to
attend, usually once or twice
a month. Being a student-run
radio station responsibilities
go far beyond air-time and
extend to all s'taff members.
The record library needs
work, help is needed for the
upcoming "Glitterball," the
station itself is in constant
need of maintenance and
general clean-up. No wonder
KMNR employees are
known ·to "flirt", with
scholastic probation - the
quality of the station is a
direct reflection of personnel

r------------------COUPON-----------------,

I
I

BROADCASTING BEGINS

"there ain't no such thing as a free lunch."

Big on Biggs

~
"0

~G ~o

you're expected to wear
. green ties on campus,
starting March 2 until March

H you're

~

IC'

This the second in a threepart series which will
hopefully acquaint the
reader with the operations of
the student-run radio station
KMNR, 89.7 FM.

l

8
~~~-~:~~

~

l
11 c .m. -7 p.m. I
I

l--________________ -'Q!JPJ:)N ________________ I

Delicious
MEXICAN FOOD
"MEXICO CITY STYLE"
Closed Monday

"LA POSADA"
364-1971
Dining Room
Food To Go
Highway 63 S.
ROLLA. MO.

I

~
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~

~

:

FUN TIME

:

:
:

Dirty Words
Juicy Words

:
:

:

NEW-STRIP

:

Jigsaw Puzzles
Backgammon
Chess
Cribbage
Dominoes

:
:
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i
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student opinion poll

I'Mc Donald's is our kind of place:
Captain Kangaroo,
We have B.J. Ransom, 1 '79 Blue Mustang . Payment within one
week or B.J. will suffer the consequences:
The MaFia
P .S. Don't try anything cute.
To Monica, My Number 1 Buddy,
You sure had all the moves on the couch Friday night.

XOXOXOX
WHO
Cathy Lally -Isn't It greatto be a ZTA??? dW'bh
P.S. Please tuck In your Shirt. John.
Happy Birthday, Burb! The first and second shift.
Transfer Student Mystery Question: Do you have to have a scraggly
beard if you're a Mining Engineer?
Dear K.L.L.:
I'm so glad you're coming down this weekend. I missed you. I love
you!
-Pumpkin
Lost: Engineering Mechanics 151}Dynamics book, lost in the M.E.
Auditorium on Thursday, Feb. 19. Reward for finder. Call 364·9822 and
ask for David in Room 217 Altman Hall.
"Needed a rider to Houston, Texas over St. Pat's March 11-15. Call
Beth If i nterested 341 ,3560."
Anybody interested In coaching the quad's women's softball team
(intramurals) contact Laura Bender 208 McAnerney Hall 364·8690.
Anybody (female) interested in helping award men's intramural
wrestling awards March 5th. Please contact laura Bender 208
McAnerney Hall 364·8690. I'd prefer to have girls from the
quadrangle .
To Her (1010 or A)
Thank you. It is not often a CPU like me can touch a'sweet human
like you (Mentally that is) it Is a Shame we can never gO out together.
(It would be kinda hard me being stuck in this mainframe.) Also: As
soon as I can get Friden going, I will send a reply to your sister. 'Wrlte
something more human' she says- if She only knew who I am!!!
From Him (0111)
P.S . I think I will keep calling you 1010. Binary is so much more
romantic .
z·80 :
Dear Anderson referees: We've watched you since the beginning of
basketball season and decided you have the best 4 legs we've ever

By NANCY JONES
On February 17, the third
weekly Student Opinion Poll
moved outside. A total of 590
students stopped by to state
their opinions on the week's
questions (10.5 percent of the
UMR student body). The poll
is held every Tuesday from
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the
University Center-West or at
the Hockey Puck, depending
on the weather. Under
sponsorship of the Miner and
the Baptist Student Union,
the poll is open to all
students.
Results of Poll No.3
1. Do you think the price of
domestic oil should have

been deregulated?
Yes-63 percent
Ncr33 percent
2. Would you support a

constitutional amendment
banning all abortions except
when the life of the mother is
in danger?
Yes-40 percent
Ncr57 percent

multi-purpose building were
extended would you be more
apt to use these facilities?
Yes-67 percent
Ncr30 percent
5. Do you attend a church
regularly at home?
Yes-58 percent
Ncr40 percent
6. Do you attend church

3. Do you think the UMR
Student Health services
should provide complete
physical examinations?
Yes-63 percent
Ncr34 percent

1

regularly in Rolla?
Yes-41 percent
Ncr57 percent

It

the ' ~

expen e
binBtion
space ~

7. What restaurant in Rolla
do you patronize most?
McDonald's-18 percent
Alex's-ll percent
Godfather's-IO percent
Hardee's-8 percent
Taco Bell-7 percent

DisCO W
did not M
well as t

t1JoUgb~~

and3gu

by 9o'clo

QUALITY CLEANERS

barS·

Joe dec

as good

EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED

108 W. 7th Street

check ou

action at

Rolla, Mo. 65401

This

interView

4. If ; the hours at the

organizaU

be was
noticed
'!'beta Ta

weight) p

Wiz g&Ill

saying

SNFAK PREVIEW
March 4 & 5
Starrinl'

with JeffeJ

An Intel Recruiting Team

SChUltZE
fenon?"
Bridgewl
him, he pn
the Miners
Schultze.

In

Guitarist to perfonn
public, is sponsored by the
UMR Student Union Board.
Hudson has performed
extensively throughout the
United States, Canada,
Europe and Latin America
and has recorded several
albums.

select a ca
Twice during the last decade. technological innovations at Intel Corporation have revolutionized the workt
of microe~ronics- first with the semiconductor memory. then with the microprocessor computer-on-.a~hip .
OUT business is built on this ability to introduce new

technologies and products. To this end. we've been
responsible for more than a dozen highly innovative
products that are now industry standards, and at least
seven major semiconductor fabrication processes.
Today. we are the indisputable leader in four significant product areas: semiconductor memory. memory
systems. microcomputer components. and microcomputer systems. And from saies of just S4 million in

1970. Yr"e've grown to over S660 million in revenues in 1979.

Inside these
560 pages is
the wit and
wisdom of
Robert A.
Heinlein; fact
and fiction,
uncommon
sense and
outrageous
opinion, including 12
stories, 13
essays and
his reflectio
on the world
we live in.
58.95 Trade
Paperback
ACE

How did we do th is in such a short period of time?
With a lot of bright. dynamic. and innovative people at
every level- from management to staff suppor1 .
We'd like you to be in on the excitement and the
chaUcnge. At any of our five Intel locations: Santa Clara,
California; Portland . Oregon; Phoenix, Arizona; Austin.
Texas; and Albuquerque. New Mexico.

Joe Min

If you're about to receive 8 degree in the following
disciplines - Electrical Engineering. Co mputer Science
Engineering. Solid State Physics. Chemical Engineering,
or Materials Science - and are interested in careers in
the design. manufacturing, marketing. or technical
sales of Intel products; sign up now in your placement
office to talk with one of our representatives on campus.
Or send your resume to Intel College Relations at one
of our locations in the area of your geographic preference.

try c) for ,

Bridgew(
question):
b-b-b-, bey
word?"
Joe Mine

Bridgew

!haPs it; t

CALIFORNIA: 3065 Bowers Avenue,
Santa Gam.,. CA 9505L
OREGON: 5200 N.E. Elam Young

Parkway, Hillsboro, OR 97123.
ARIZONA/TEXAS/NEW MEXICO:

6401 W. Williams Field Road,
Chandler, AZ 85224.

Sign Up for Campus Interviews.

G

Our recruiting team will be on campus soon to give
you a preview about careers at Intel.

M
lEe

~:!~
Forum Plaza

364·5432

~

"Put in a
Bridgew
Joe took

introduce
showed 1
insert the
Bridge
one's the (
JoeMiof

seen .

Guitarist Ron Hudson will
perform in concert at 8 p.m.
Wednesday, March 4, in
Centennial Hall, University
Center-East,
at
the
University of MissouriRolla. The performance,
which is free and
to the

W
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Bill "ducks" his liquor inspection
JOE MINER
ByALOAKES

the 'best basketball player in
UMR Intramural history? "
Schultze : "The choices
are: a) Landwehr, b)
Anderson c) Beershwall or
d) none of the above.
Bridgewoman: "I know, I
know, I know, I know I"
int,~ ¥iner: "Well, punch it

It was the slowest
Valentine's Party Weekend
the - EAT 'House had ever
experienced. The combination Wine and Cheese,
Space Giants Masquerade
Disco with Western music
There was a tremendous
did not seem to catch on as
well as the social chainnan explosion and even the
bowling game stopped as
thought it would. The 40 guys Bridgewoman ptiIled his fist
and 3 girls had had enough out of the machine and with a
by 9 o'clock and left for the dazed look said, " I guess we

ba~ decided this would be run outta time, duh?"
Joe Miner: "Now we'll
as good a time as any to never know who was the
check out the purple shirt bestl "
action at 209.
S hit
' , Well
This was his fifth time
c u ze :
interviewing the prestigious Bridgewoman, you big
organization and Joe knew goombah let's get a beer,
he was a "shoe in." He Miner, you buyl "
Joe walked with them over
noticed two of the biggest
to the bar and ordered 3
Theta Tau members (by Busch bottles and 3 " go
weight) playing the Scholar cups. " (they were chewing
Wiz game. Schultze was Skoal) .
saying to Bridgewoman
Tigger (the bartender):
"Put in a quarterl"
"You
guy's got I.D.'s? "
Bridgewoman: "Where? "
Joe took this opportunity to
Bridgewoman : " Since
introduce himself and when do we need l.D.'s?"
showed Schultze how to
Tigger : " When did you
want to start drinking?"
insert the quarter.
Schultze : " I left mine at
Bridgewoman: " Which home."
one's the quarter?"
Joe Miner: "The silver one
Tigger: "Sorry fellas but
with Jefferson on it."
they had some trouble at the
Schultze: "Who's Jef- Mineshaft last week. I heard
ferson?"
the Liquor Inspector got
Bridgewoman: "I know arrested for molesting a cohim, he plays basketball for ed
d
" He
the Miners."
.
r~ gewoman :" .
'
must ve been RFDI
Schultze: "0.K. E'InSt em,
J
Miner : "What's that
select a category."
oe
mean? "
Joe Miner: " You'd better
S c h u I t z e
and
try c) for sports. "
Bridgewoman:
" Real
Bridgewoman (reads first. Freaking Drunk I You little
question) : "Who's the b-best goombah! "
b-b-b-, hey Miner whats this
Joe Miner : " Let's go to the
word?"
EAT House and I'll fix some
Joe Miner: "Basketball? "
Bridgewoman : "Yeah
that's it; basketball. Who's

s.

Fall Merchand.i se
Reduced Up To

50%
GUYS & GALS

New Spring
Merchandise
Arriving
LEE STRAIGHTS
IN STOCK
Russell's Town & College Shop
713 Pine • Rolla , Mo. • 364- 2323

flying food hurtled at their
faces.
Bridgewoman
promptly grabbed a hamburger and fries in mid-air,
then positioned himself for
dessert. Schultze had also
grabbed a hamburger but
was waiting for onions. Joe
knew better, he knew it was
all last weeks food .
" You guys eat pretty good
here," said Bridgewoman.
" Where' s the onions? "
replied Schultze.
" Lets go downstairs and
have
some
beers,"
suggested Joe. So they went
down to the EAT Bar and
drank until they passed out.
Joe slept with a smile on his
face as he dreamt about
Theta Tau.
BILL MINER
ByALOAKES

It was Thursday night and
Bill was at the Mineshaft.
After about 8 beers he began
to think about Muffy. He'd
been dating her for about 4
weeks and was seeing more
of her now than he'd ever
seen before. Mainly because
there was more of her now to
see.
It seems that the

combined effort of dorm
food, fraternity beer and a
steady supply of doughnuts
had transformed the sweet
little Muffy into the biggest
splash on the swim team.
Bill wanted to ask Muffy to
the st. Pat's Benefit movie
but he couldn't quite afford
the extra 5 dollars for popcorn and doughnuts. Bill
decided to quit dating Muffy.
" Hey fell a , got some
l.D .? " Bill heard from
behind. Bill spun .around on
his bar stool and accidentally knocked his beer
onto the man addressing
him. " Y-Y-You talking to mme ? " Bill asked , beer
moustache and all. He bent
over to get his mug and fell
face down into the beer on
the floor.
Bill's friends seated a t the
bar next to him quickly
realized the seriousness of
the situation and instantly
!:an out the door, along with
35 freshman girls.
The cold reality of the
concrete floor brought Bill .
to his senses. So he did what
any normal dormy would do
in this situation ; crawl under

the nearest table. But you
can't fool a 250 lb. Liquor
Inspector ' with beer on his
pants. NFW I The last thing
Bill expected to see was the
inspec tor following . him
under the table. But there he
was, big as life and twice as
ugly.
Responding with cat-like
reflexes Bill slid under the
safety of a table occupied by
Board Reps. The Board Reps
failed to notice Bill crawl
under the table and out.. the
other side but couldn't help
but notice something big
coming at them from behind.
Thinking it was a cooed
responding to a "Barracuda

Attack" the loaded up and
power-puked on ·the a pproaching figure.
But even this didn't stop
the liquor inspector who was
intent on stopping his prey.
Bill now realizes he was no
match for a crawling liquor
inspector. Bill thought to
himself; it sounds crazy but
it just might work ; so he
goosed the nearest girl he
could find and ducked under
the table of Board Reps who
in turn power-puked on him.
By this time the cooed had
successfully pinned the 250
lb. liquor inspector and Bill
seeing his chance, fled out
the back door.

Townhouse Pancake Shoppe

All You Can Eat
Spaghetti. Garlic Toast.
and Salad Bar.
95

$2

ONLY

offer good 5-9 p.m. Sunday N ights
1022 Kingshighway
Phone 364-1400
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DA i l Y F IVE C EN TS

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
MARCH 9
Newest N or throp
Fighter Advances
F-5 Family
M a r ch 24, 1980 Ha wthorne, Califor n ia
T he n ew ge n e ra tio n o f ;\ o rth ro p's F·.-,
fa m ilv o f lo w cos t ta ctica l fighter a irc ... f!.
th e F.;,G. was anno un ce d a t H aw tho rn e
to da y. stepp ing up a n ea rk :! 1I ·~'ea r
evo lutio nary p rog ra m fo r th e co mpa ",·.
Th e s ingle·e ngin e d F-;, (; was co nc e i\'e d
to m ee t wo rld d e fe n se n ee ds to day and
tlll'o ugh the 1991)'s. and o ffe rs a n afforda ble.
su ppol1a ble defe nsive syst e m that kee p s
p ace with th e c h a n gin g requirem e nt s fo r
na tio na l :-;e (' uri t~'.
March 198 1
;\ o rt hl'Op Aircra ft is s ti ll d esi gn in g a nd
building h igh' pe rfo nnalll'p ai n Ta l't to d a\' ~_ _~;:=~~~
in the ,'ompa "," s mile· lo n g. mod e rn com·
pl e x in H a wth o rne. C a lifo rni a. Fo r -III If your int erests are in TE'C HNICAL ENGINEERING whi ch inclu des AE RONAU,\'t> aJ'S, we've promoted the l..wople associTICAL, ELECTRICAL, MEC HANICAL,
a t e d with o ur pro duct s a n d furni s he d COMPUTER SCIENC E, MAT ERIALS
o ne of t he fin es t b e n e fit s pa c k ages a"ai l· S CIENCE, or MATH. (B.S. and M.S. levels).
able in th e indu st," inclu din g educationa l :-:;ee o l1hrop toda~' for ~'our tomorrow.
re im hU l'se m e nt fo r e m p l o ~'ees in a n ac- Cont ac t the p lace m e nt office to schedule
rre d ited gra d ua t e st u d.,' program: a con· a n appoi nt ment with a :-Jorthrop repre·
\' t' n ie n t sav in gs pla n · for p\'er," d o llal'
in'·es t e d . :'\o rth ro p co ntribut es .-,11 per·
ce nt : a nd ~ e n e ro U!'; vaca ti o n ~ . incl u di n g
A ircraft Division
a wee k lo ng Chl;stmas h ol i d a~·. In a ddit ion
to a creat ive wo rk env iro nm en t .\'ou' ll
e nj oy S o ut h e rn C a lifo rn ia's .v ea r ro und
rec rea tio n a l p a ra dise. And . ;"\I o rth rop's
re cre atio n club s po n sors man~' e nj o.\'·
a b le ac ti vities s u c h as skii n g. golf a nd
fis hi n g.

____________________J

I

se nt a t ive. If \'o u ca n no t m ee t with u s at
th is t im e. pl ~ase fo r ward yo ur resum e to:

E mployment Office
Dept. 1221/80 TS/UMR
2815 El Segundo Blvd.
Hawthome, CA 90250
Equ a l O ppo rtunily Employe r M/ F/ H

'NORTHROP

Mak ing adva nced technofogywork.

"

-
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Up With People to perform in Rolla
The bright entertainInent
of Up With People is coming
to Rolla, Missouri. An internationa( ca~t of 90 young
people will appear in concert
on Saturday, March 28, 1981
at 8:00 p.m. in the UMR
Multi-Purpose Building.
Up With People, which has
been enjoyed by millions in
42 countries around the
world, is being presented by
the Rolla Junior Club and
Rolla Daily News with all
proceeds going to the Rolla
Cerebral Palsy School.
"They sing, they dance,
they get everyone involved,"
said Carol Birdsong, coordinator for the Junior Club.
"They are a whole lot more
than a whole lot of music. It
should be an unforgettable
family experience," Birdsong said.
Recently featured as the
1980 half-time spectacular of
Super Bowl XIV, the 1981 Up
With People show is an allnew two-hour production
that has been described by. a
leading Spanish newspaper
as " ... brilliant. The color,
movement and message
permeated the hall ....
Thousands of hands were
clapping with the highest of
intensity.

Up With People is one of
the few entertainment
productions that has such a
wide appeal to all ages and
life-styles. The music is
upbeat - the kind of toetapping and hand-clapping
music that gets everyone
involved in the show. But,
there's more than just

music.
Up With People was incorporated in 1968 as a nonprofit,
international
educational program with a
two-fold purpose: to build
bridges of understanding
and communication among
peoples, cultures, and
countries; and to give young

people a learning experience
that not only broadens ·.the
intellect, but matures the
person.
In each community they
visit, cast members stay
with "host families,"
sharing in their lifestyles
and interests. Some 40 local
families are expected to host

Birdsong is in the process
of arranging the Friday
appearances and for more
information, can be reached
at 364-547.1 .
Ticket sale locations for
the March 28 performance
will be announced in the near
future.

Music for the progressive individual cont. from pg. 5
SImply follow formatted
programming. No offense
intended, but many of these
D-J's need not possess
musical knowledge. At
KMNR, this is absolutely
vital to insure musical
variety. For this is KMNR's
main selling point - no top
40 adherence, no structured
"sound," and no, God forbid,
required playlist. At KMNR,
they call it progressive
music, for the progressive
individual. And although you
may disagree with this
formlit ("that jazz music can
go to hell!"), KMNR is attempting to broaden, not
limit, your musical horizons.
You must, however, keep
the listening audience in
mind, as student funds make
KMNR
possible.
You
welcome requests, and urge

PAINT CHEMIST (B.S. or M.S.)

Major Industrial Coating firm has several positions
available in its indianapolis laboratory for chemists
holding the masters or bachelors of science degree. No
experience required. Substantial benefit package including cost of living. Positions available on or about
June 1. 1981. Send resume in confience or contact:
Thomas D. Jeffers, Esquire
Personnel Director
Lilly Industrial Coatings, Inc.
P.O. Box 946
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206
(317) 634-8512

feedback from any and all
students. You welcome
advice and suggestions from
friends, and you attempt to
integrate your ideas and
theirs into an agreeable
show. Slowly, you feel a
transforma tion within
yourself begin to occur.
Where formerly you were
strictly a rock-n-roll man (or
woman), you discover
related branches of music.
"Fusion jazz" is nice, that
reggae has a nice beat, new
wave is where it's at, and
even country and bluegrass
sound alright at times. You
begin to understand how it is
all related. And you hope
your listeners do, too.

and you've done your share
of the work that must be
done around the station.
You've made numerous
friends in the meantime, and
you feel yourself on the
verge of even more musical
discoveries. You realize that
KMNR is a virtual treasure
chest that can be unlocked
for further musical insight.
With 2 or 3 years remaining
in Rolla (not all of us are on
the "professional student"
plan, Hendren), you realize
that your first semester's
end is actually just the
beginning of bigger and
better things to come.
So, as the semester ends,
you look to the future. Some
of the older guys will be
graduating (boy, will they be
missed!), but that new
trainee class has great
potential. You can already
see the metamorpha sis
occurring in some of them.
Prospects look encouraging,
and the station will surely
improve as employees begin
to work with more and more
unity, as they have
demonstrated already .
Anxious, yet patient, you
await the next semester.

AND, FINALLY ...
With your 1st semester of
broadcasting nearing an
end, you feel the station
beginning
to
unite.
"Rookies," such as yourself,
and older "veterans" are
working together towards a
commond goal: varied, yet
interlocking music that will
hopefully please anyone
except the most closedminded. You have worked
hard at road shows, you've
discovered that production
AUTHOR'S
NOTE:
work can be fun (if only
Heitert would calm down), KMNR welcomes, even

0000

I

Up With People students in
their home for several days.
The cast will arrive in
Rolla on Thursday and spend
all day Friday performing
mini-concerts in the area.
School assemblies, hospital
and nursing home visits will
be among the Friday
schedule.

0000

Selling The Entire Line Of Ford And Lincoln Mercury Products
We are the originator of the STUDENT PLAN. This plan enables a stu dent before graduating to purchase a new vehicle and have small
monthy payments until you are on the job for one month. Call us for
details. Over 1000 cars sold from our dealership to graduating
students.
We also have daily, weekly or monthly rental cars.
Special finance plans designed for students. New and '
Used cars specially priced for students. Get our price on
what ever you want. Shop if you want. We aim to
please.
I

.!

urges, listener feedback. The
station is located behind the
MINING ENGINEERING
building, and, next to the
station's entry door, a slot is
reserved
for
your
suggestions, criticisms, and

other genera! comments.
Take a minute to write down
what you may like or dislike
about KMNR, and drop it in
that box. Your views will be
highly appreciated a nd
considered.
NEXT WEEK: "A look at
the people in charge."
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A leading high technology company, Sundstrand is involved in the design. manufacture.
and sale of advanced systems and components
for the aerospace and energy industries. We
playa vita l role on all U.S. co mmercial jets,
current mi li tary programs, and several busi ness
jets. With annual sales approaching $1 billion,
we have plants and a sales and service network
throughout the world.
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solid benefits
liberal holidays
generous educational reimbursement
program
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-"Snapman" defends the tragically hip
GROUNDWAVES
The song remains the
same and it's still Billy Joel
to me. Even though the
semester is young and hopes
are high I am counting the
days 'til the final drop date,
and everybody wants to
know why I sing the blues.
Yet as the purple haze rises
in the misty mountains and
the eagle flies with the dove.
Imagine no hell below us,
above us only sky. Imagine a
new superhero dressed as a
giant eighth note. The

superhero for the tragically Striving to bring you the
hip. He is Snapman, armed universal sound of the world,
only with a superior musical but what is hip?
taste and an F.C.C. third
Looking to the future .
class license. With a today at 3 p.m. (if it's not too
Labrador of questionable late) you can catch the New
ancestry he fights for truth; Rock with Dave Straghorn
justice and the American and at 10 p.m. the best in jazz
way. Wow, reality, what a on Improvisations . On
concept. No, I'm not a brick Friday, Mike Allen features
short of a full load or even Dave Mason's Old Crest on a
two cards short of a full New Wave at 11 a.m. Sunday
deck. Snapman exists even brings the Reggie Show at 6
though you may not know it. p.m. and Blues for Rolla at 8
Radiating continuously from with the Dr. bringing you Dr.
a place you laughingly refer Isiah Ross "One Man Band"
to as 89.7 on your stereo dial. at 10 p.m. Monday at3 p.m.

tune in to Jazz for a Monday
with Dale Hursh. 6 p.m.
brings the Ilitrate with the
Minds Eye and Lord of the
Rings at 6:30. At 10 p.m. on
the Rolling Bozo Review,
J .R. brings to you at a
special time of 11: 30
"Tommy" from the Who.
Tuesday at 8 a.m. Bitches
Brew will feature Maria
Mulder's "Waitress in a
Doughnut Shop" and on the
Artist Feature Jim Lutton
will bring you Blue Oyster
Cult at 7. Wednesday sees
Dave Williams and the Blue

Grass Variety Show at 3.
Tom .Phelan will bring you
Lord of the Rings on the
Minds Eye at 6:30 and at 12
midni'ght on Snapman's
Selection " The Classic
Performances of Ten Years
After" .

Don't forget to get your
tickets to Henry's world tour
81, ought to be a great
concert. So another gets on
and another gets off and
another one rides the bus.

CA.N YOU SURVIVE?

That's all folks

Tale of streets and crates
eat· in
it one
pizza

ng enandlng
eoffer:

enl

major
; vaned

By JOHN GANOFSKY
The year is 1958. Estelle
Chisolm lives on the second
floor of a building, now
demolished, located at the
corner of 8th and Pine.
Deserted by her husband she
lives alone except for Larry,
her 14-month-<lld child. She
lives a rather austere life,
not bothering anybody,
keeping mostly to herself.
She exists as best she can.

city would pay for what it
had done. It was then that
she laid the curse upon
Rolla: "Every night between midnight and 6 a.m. , in
the gutters on both sides of
Pine Street, dead babies
shall rise out of the ground
and there they shall remain
until removed." And with
that,
Estelle
Chisolm
departed Rolla, never to be
heard from again.

But this tale does not end
On the nlght of June 28 here. Oh no. For you see, the
Estelle decided to take a late curse came true. The dead
night walk. She was retur- babies appeared and the city
ning home at approximately sent the street cleaners out
midnight when tragedy every morning at precisely 6
struck. Samuel D. Melanck a.m. to collect the dead
was also returning home at babies. They then packaged
the same time from one of them in barrels or crates,
the local drinking establish- stored them until night, and
ments. Samuel D. Melanck then had them shipped out to
worked for the city of Rolla. be disposed of properly.
While crossing Pine Street at
The storage was the hard
8th Estelle Chisolm just part. No one wanted crates
narrowly missed being hit by full of dead babies on their
the automobile being driven property and they could not
by Samuel D. Melanck. store them in the open for
Unfortunately she lost her fear of having them
balance causing young discovered. So the place of
Larry to be thrown from her storage changed monthly,
arms. His body was found weekly, or sometimes, daily.
lying in the gutter alongside That is, until TJ closed its
the road, blood covering his doors the first time. What
forehead. Larry Chisolm seemed an evil omen to the
was dead.
university appeared as a
blessing to the city. TJ
Estelle Chisolm stayed in became the official dead
Rolla for three weeks before baby storage depot.
leaving. It is said that she
could no longer live in the
Needless to say, the city
same place that her child officials were dismayed
had once occupied. But when TJ reopened. But they
Estelle Chisolm did not just did not have anywhere else
vanish into the wind. She to store the crates. So,
made it known that she hoping for the best, and
blamed the city for the death waiting for a new storage
of her only child and that the location to be found, they

continued to store the crates
full of dead babies in TJ. If
not for Two-Sheds and
myself this practice might
still be continuing today. But
being bright, intelligent
college students, we found
the answer to the city's
problem.
An expert in St. Louis
informed us that the curse
could be removed if the
building where Estelle
Chisolm lived was torn down
and the gutters along Pine
Street redone. It took several
years to allocate funds and
complete the project, under
the auspices of refurbishing
downtown Rolla to lure
businesses to the area, but
the task was finally accomplished. A new storage
location was found in April of
'77 and the crates never
reappeared in TJ. Neither
has a dead baby appeared in
the gutters along Pine Street
between midnight and 6 a.m.
this past year.
Quite
understandably
many of you do not believe
this tale I have just regaled
you with. No city official will
verify it. Neither will any of
the older townsfolk. No
records exist ·anywhere. If
the truth got out, students
would stop coming to UMR
and Rolla would slowly fade
away to nothing. So of course
the city will not admit to the
truth of this story.
But consider: Why is Rolla
one of the few cities with
street cleaners? It would
have been suspicious if only
Pine Street were being
cleaned. That surely would

have brought questions. And
why is it that only Pine
Street was fixed up? And
why only tear down one
particular building? And a
relatively good one at that.
So, you don't believe me? I
understand. I would feel the
same way if I were you. The
city doesn't have to worry
about this story either. Their
problem is solved. But I
know better. I saw the crates
and what they contained.
And so did Two-Sheds. And
as foolish as all this might
sound, I could not live with it
any longer. I felt it was time
that you, the people, found
out about one of the deep,
dark secrets of Rolla,
Missouri.
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Openings available with the
Department of Water and
Power for engineering graduates
in Electrical, Mechanical and
Civil engineering with strong
technical training and good
communications skills.

COMPETITIVE SALARIES
AND BENEFITS

o
o
o
o

o

PLANNING
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
OPERATIONS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Ray Adams, En gineering Recruitment Officer
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

Room 503. P.O. Box 111
Los Angeles. CA 90051
TelephoQe (213) 481-4542

we're
on our wa~ ...

ROLL ..... MISSOURI

How About an
Engineering
Career in
Los Angeles?

Contact Career Planning and Placement
Cenler al your school or wrile to or call:

YO

ezalt- ';lIJI,

1009 A PINE STREET

• Professional Engineering
Organization
• Advancement Based on Merit
• 100% Tuition Reimbursement for
Graduate Study
• Career and Location Stability
• Retirement and Disability Plan
• No Social Security Contributions
• Paid Overtim'e for ProfeSSionals
• Generous Vacation and Holidays
• Credit Union
• Relocation Assistance

An Equal Employmen t Opportunity·Allirmative Action Empl oyer

We will be interviewing on your campus soon.
Check your Career Planning and Placement 'Office
for an interview appointment.
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Miner season comes to a close
half, but six straight points
by UMR in the final two
The UMR Miners' season minutes cut the Blue Tiger
came to a close Tuesday lead to three points at
night when they lost to the halftime.
powerful Lincoln University
UMR took as much as a
Blue Tigers 79-61 in first
round action of the MIAA three-point lead in the
Post-Season
Tournament. second half but an effective
full-court press used by
The game was closer than Lincoln mid-way through the
the final score indicated, second half proved too much
however. The Miners gave for the Miners. With its
the Blue Tigers, ranked 19th press, Lincoln began to pull
in the NCAA Division n, a away and eventually took as
much as a 20-point lead.
scare.
By DAVE ROBERTS

Lincoln, 21-5 overall, held
a lead almost the entire first

for the Blue Tigers, with
Woodland getting 28 points
and Thomas 22. Freshman
forward Floyd Cobbs had 15
rebounds.
Jeff Davis had 16 points
and Leonardo Lucas 14 for
UMR while Jeff Kipp,
playing in his final game as a
Miner, added ten.

UMR ended with a 12-13
overall and 4-10 MIAA mark.
Injuries were a major
problem for the team
Robert Woodland and throughout the year.
Darrell Thomas led the way . in the second half of the

season-opening game,
starting forward Kerry
Turner injured a knee which
forced him to miss all but a
few games. In the games he
did play, he was never a
factor.
But freshman Kent Dinsdale moved into the starting
lineup in Turner's place and
the Miners began to roll.
UMR was coasting along
with a 9-2 record and a seven
game winning streak when
another starting forward,
Rick Fuerman, went down
with a knee problem, which
later required surgery. UMR

Byl

went on a five-game losing
streak with its best defensive
performer hampered.
Still another forward, Jeff
Davis, was the next victim to
inJury , suffering back
spasms and missing five
games. He was averaging
more than 14 points and eight
rebounds at the time of the
injury.
With the injuries, UMR
floundered over the last part
of the season, losing 11 of its
last 14 games.

17 points and ten rebounds.
There is good reason to be
optimistic next season, as
UMR returns five players
with starting experience,
guards Leonardo Lucas, a
junior, and Dinsdale and
Todd Wentz, both freshman,
sophomore center Rob
Goodenow and junior forward Davis. Other players
coming back will be Joey
McDowell, a 6-4 forward who
transferred to UMR in the
winter semester. McDowell
averaged better than 20
Leading the team was points and eight rebounds at
Kipp, who played in all the St. Gregory's Junior College
team's games and avera2ed last season.
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Kippreaches 1000
point milestone
By DAVE ROBERTS

Not many people would
argue with Key's statement,
At the beginning of this as Kipp will most likely be
season, Jeff Kipp probably voted to the all-MIAA team.
didn't believe he would enjoy A jump of nine points and
as much individual success five rebounds in his average
as he eventually did.
is the most improvement of
any returning MIAA player.
In the 6-7 senior's first
three seasons at UMR, he
averaged just over eight
points and around five
rebounds. Those totals went
up drastically this year.
Kipp, a native of Kansas
City, Mo., opened several
eyes with his final 1980-81
statistics. He was sixth in the
MIAA in scoring with a 17point average and led the
conference in rebounding for
most of the season before
finishing second at 10.5.
His improved scoring
enabled Kipp to reach the
1,OOO-point plateau, the tenth
player in the school's history
to reach that mark.
" I believe Jeff is the most
improved player in the
conference," said Miner
head coach Billy Key. " He is
now one of the premier
players in the league."

As a freshman four years
ago, Kipp moved into the
starting lineup and did a
credible job, averaging 8.5
points and 6.4 rebounds. But
the next two years the improvement didn't continue,
as far as statistics go.
"Jeff didn't make the kind
of improvement we had
hoped in his sophomore and
junior years," Key said.
Kipp averaged 8.9 points and
5.9 rebounds last season, his
rebounding total ranking
him 14th in the conference.
To Kipp's credit, he didn't
have to be a big scorer last
season, with seniors Derek
Nesbitt and Calvin Horhn
averaging 22 .4 and 11.7
points respectively.
Entering this season,
Kipp's game high was 18
points. He wasn't even the
top scorer returning, that
being Leonardo Lucas, but

Want to be Catho l ic PRIEST or SISTER?
Ages 20 to 50 . Contact Father Nigro ,
Gonzaga University, Spokane, WA
99258.
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Kipp surprised everybody
with his standout play right
from the start.
He had a string of standout
rebounding
performances
early, tying the school
record in rebounding with 19
and later breaking that mark
with 21 boards. He was
among the top ten rebounders for most of the season
and finished among the top
15. The second part. of the
SP.8son foul problems begen
to plague him and his
averages suffered.
Kipp along with Rick
Fuerman, Kerry Turner and
Scott Sandbothe were the
only seniors of the Miner
squad.
Their
college
basketball career didn't
quite end the way they had
hoped - with a 79-61 loss to
Lincoln Tuesday - but each
had individual performances
they can savor, especially
Kipp.

r

Jeff Kipp releases the free throw which gave him 1,000 career points.
Kipp was th~ tenth player in the school's history to reach that mark.
( Photo by Meyer)
.
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G&D STEAK HOUSE .
Open 7 days

11 a.m.-9 p . m.

6 Oz. Ribeye

STEAK

2.78

8 Oz. Chuck

STEAK

2.49

Forum Plaza

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

3.35

Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas
TO(Jst . Free Ice Cream.
,
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Lady Miners stun William Woods
By DOUG MOSLEY
UMR's Lady Miners
closed out their 1980-81
season last week with a
stunning upset of defending
state champion William
Woods, 62-50, and a seasonending loss to Northeast
Missouri State 76-63. The
Lady Miners ended their
season with a disappointing
5-17 record, but among their
five wins were major upsets
over William Woods and
Lincoln.
UMR caught William
Woods College with their
guard down last Wednesday
night, as they forced Woods
to turn over the ball 31 times.
Besides the turnovers,
(UMR had only 19), the

game was almost dead-even Miners and countless sloppy
in every other statistical mistakes made by William
category . UMR shot 43 . Woods.
percent from the field and
"Physically, we were
William Woods shot 42 ready to play; mentally, we
percent, although the Lady were exhausted," said Owls
Miners came out hot as they head coach Roger Ternes
hit 50 percent of their shots in after the game. The weekend
the first half. UMR also took before, his girls had taken on
an ever so slight rebounding heavyweights Loyola and
edge, pulling down 38 DePaul on a Chicago road
caroms as William Woods trip. The Owls were also
came away with 'ST .
scheduled to end their season
But the real edge in the on the road against Norgame was the relentless theast Missouri State on
aggressive play by the Lady Saturday.
Miners. UMR coach Annette
Coach Caruso also feels that
Caruso credited her team she has been getting strong
with playing forty minutes of play from her freshmen
real aggressive basketball. during the second half of the
UMR opened up in a 1-2-2 full season. Laurie Behm has
court press that resulted in been consistently scoring in
several easy layups for the double figures and Toni

Jacobs is looking better in
each successive outing. Gail
Halsey has turned in several
good performances and has
been steadily improving as
the season has drawn to a
close and Linda Hill has
improved also. Leslie Behm
was performing well before
the flu bug brought her down
two weeks ago.
Laurie Behm led UMR
with 16 points versus William
Woods . Karen Peacock
chipped in 15 points and ten
rebounds and Gail Halsey
and Toni Jacobs added eight
points apiece. William
Woods was led by Mary
Underbrink with 18 points
and eleven rebounds and
Kathy Kunz with 14 points.
UMR had their second-best

RHlemen to host Inv"lational
By DOUG MOSLEY

The 3rd Annual Miner
Invitational shooting match
will take place on February
'l:l, 28, and March 1. It is
being held at the firing range
in the basement of the ROTC
building, (T-2).
The popularity of this
tournament has grown
immensily since it started
three years ago. In 1979, the
first year -the tournament
was held, only five teams
participated, with UMR
taking first place honors.
Last year, eight teams
participated, with the
University of Kentucky
taking first and UMR
Due to an error made In last
"eeks A& W ad there "as no
expiration date printed. Buy.
ing a Papa Burger Mil no
longer get you a Coney Cheese
Dog free as of today 2-26-81.

placing fourth.
This year, twenty teams
will be participating in the
three-day event. These
teams include representatives _from University of
Nebraska, University of
Arkansas, University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, and
Missouri Southern. There
will also be teams from
Kemper Military Academy,
Fort Leonard Wood, and a
high school team composed
of freshmen, sophomores,
and juniors from Fort
Benning, Georgia.
The high school team is
coached by Lieutenant
Colonel Lones Wigger, who
has the record for most
Olympic gold medals won in
rifle competition. Lt. Col.
Wigger has been competing
since 1961 and has appeared
in every Olympic games
since 1964. Through Olympic
and Pan-American Games

competition, he has com,
piled 41 gold, 25 silver, and 5
bronze medals. He currently
holds nine world records and
thirteen U.S. team records,
and heads the U.S. international shooting team.
There will be competition
in three categories : Open,
(which includes Army teams
and individuals) ; ROTC ;
and Collegiate. Besides the
teams previously mentioned,
several individuals have
been invited . These individuals are required to be
members of the National
Rifle Association, as this
match is sanctioned by the
NRA.
The UMR team is headed

by team captain Robin
Thompson and Frank Wirtz.
Wirtz recently took first
place individual honors in
the sectional meet at
Kemper Military Academy
in the precision air rifle
class. UMR also took first
place team honors in that
event. UMR has another
team entered in the
collegiate category besides
the first team, as well as a
team in the ROTC category.
Trophies will be awarded
to the top three teams in
each category. Top individuals will also receive
awards. The trophies will be
displayed in the ROTC
building throughout the '
week.

shooting percentage of the
season last Friday night
versus Northeast Missouri
State, but its Bulldogs were
even hotter as NEMO outshot UMR 76-63. The Lady
Miners finished their season
with a 5-17 record and NEMO
raised their record to 12-14.
UMR finished the game
with a sparkling 45 percent
field goal percentage, but
NEMO seemed to be unable
to miss as they hit an
amazing 57 percent from the
field. Laurie Behm hit 8 of 16
shots and led all scorers with
nineteen points . Becky
Ommen also turned in a
fantastic performance ,
grabbing six rebounds and
scoring 18 points. Gail
Halsey looked impressive
also, as she hauled in a
game-high nine rebounds
and scored eleven points.
The Lady Miners were
able to hold Northelilst's
leading
scorer, Carol
Jarrard, to twelve points,
eight pOints below her
average. But Sherry Minor

Tired of classes?
Need a break?
Come out to
Ruby's
and en loy some
delicious ice cream
Forum Plozo Sho pping Cente r Ro llo
Mon .-Sot. 9:00-9 :30 Sun. 2:00-9:00

HIS FIRST YEAR OUT OF COWGE
FRANK QUACKENBUSH RENOVATED THREE
BUILDINGS, WORKED ON A DAM. PAVED A ROAD.
AND BUILT TWO CHOPPER PADS.
"What I learned in
Army ROTC ?_bou t leadersh ip
and man~.gement, I've pur to
good use.
Army ROTC gO[ Frank
Quackenbush off to a good
start in his field. It can do the
same for you whether you're
a civil eng ineer or an English
major. For more information
on Army ROTC, scholarships
and the $1.000 a year spend ing
money you can earn your last
twO years. Stop by the Army
ROTC office on campus.
And begin your future as
an officer.

"Most of the engineers

I graduated with probably
wound up as an assistClnt

engineer to son1L'budy else.
Maybe doing the det!,ils for
,omebody else;s design or
supervising Sllme small aspect

of con structi()n.
"But my first year as
an Engll1eer Lt .. I' ve designed
man y ~f my own projects and
super"ised the construction on
e"erything from baseball dug·
o uts to the concrc-te work Oil
a dam . Earthmo"ing. grading.
filling. paving. concrete work.
masonry -you name it. I'''e
super"ised it.
"Whethe r I stay in thc

A Steaming Hot Bun

+

All Meat Krev Weiner
A& W's

owt+~hili

Sauce

Hot Melted Cheese

+

Army or go into civilian can·

.

experience that some engineers

A Great Tasting
A& W Coney Cheese
Dog
12()2 N_Bishop

Pick Up Your Free
Booklet

struction work later. I've got

Freshly Chopped Omons

Expires 3-5-81
Rolla . Mo.

came on to hit 55 percent of
her shots from the field and
lead the Bulldogs with
thirteen
points.
Joni
Williams came off the bench
for Northeast to score eight
points in several crucial
situations to supplement the
Bulldogs attack.
The Lady Miners were
down by only four points at
halftime, but the Bulldogs
dominated the early going of
the second half as they
pulled away. UMR made
several valiant runs at
Northeast's lead, out fell
short each time.
Friday night also marked
the end of Karen Peacock's
college basketball career.
Look for an exclusive story
on Karen in later issues.
Congratulations go out to
Zeta Tau Alpha's basketball
relay team as they defeated
Kappa Delta for first place in
a tournament sponsored by
McDonald' s. This is the
second consecutive year that
ZTA has captured first place
in this competition.

''L ife After College"
ROTC ,oble

1I'0n't have when they're 30'
"More' than supcn'ising
construct ion. I' "e learned how
(0 manage pCllplc. I','c got 40
right noll' I haH' [() pian for and

University Center-East

Feb . 22 -27
or Coil 341 -4741

SeC to in lerms of a myriad of

deta ils of their li"e's.
2nd Lt Frank
lnl!:11

Qu,Kh'nbu~h m:lJ{ITI.'J 10 e1\'LI t'n~m('er·

tht' L'I\L\'\'r-,m· ,,( An:{lna and W<1~ a nlemher,,(

ArnwROTC

ARMY ROTC.

BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

-
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Stucky takes first at AII-Mizzou
By DAN BROWN
Last Friday the UMR
track team competed in the
Missouri Intercollegiate
Invitational in Columbia .
Because the meet is directed
toward individual performances, no team scores
were kept.
Mark Stucky became the
first Miner trackster ever to
win an event at the AllMizzou meet! Mark had

planned to compete in both
the l,OOO-yard run and the
mile. But after winning his
preliminary heat in the 1,000,
he decided to skip the mile
and concentrate on winning
the 1,000. In the l,OOO-yard
final, Mark followed the
pack around the 22()-yard
track for 3112 laps and then
made his move for the lead.
With 150 yards to go he
glided smoothly by the
leaders and then shifted into

overdrive, pulling away
from the rest of the runners.
He crossed the finish with a
new UMR record of 2:17!
Stucky's victory was not
the only excitement of the
day. The mile relay team
was also impressive. In
previous meets the team had
finished in the 3: 30's. But in
the face of stiff competition
the four members of the
relay team put together an
exceptional
performance.

Rick Welsh found himself at
the starting line, running his
first quarter of the season as
the Miners lead off man in
the relay. He came through a
53-second quarter . Roddy
Rogers, who had run the
opening quarter earlier in 52
seconds, took the handoff
from Welsh and reeled off
another 52. David Millman
covered the third quarter in
52 also. (Just two events
prior to the relay, David ran

Basketball finals tonight
By KEVIN LYONS
There were three undefeated teams going into
the playoffs Tuesday night.
In Division I they were
Campus Club and · ABS.

While Sig Pi was the only.
undefeated team in Division
II.

All the games except the
two first place battles have
taken place and they will

Chi 0 leads 1M
By KEVIN LYONS

standings are as shown.
The next intramural sport
for women is softball and
that starts March 17.
WOMEN'S POINT
TOTALS THROUGH 2-23
ChiO
332
KD
3~
Stardusters
292.5
ZTA
257
AWS
256.5
WHA
240.5
TJHA
187
GDI
181 5
ABS
180.5
Newman
176
Wesley
147.5
DofN
122.5

both be played tonight on the
large court.
The Division II final will be
held at 7: 45 while the
Division I championship will
be held at 9:00.
The remaining teams
shooting for the championship besides Campus
Club and ABS, include RHA
and Phi Kappa Theta.
Division II playoff teams
are Sig Pi, A Phi A, Wesley

~e~;~L~r~lc~:eOf~f~~2:il

The Miners' wrestling
team didn't compete as well
as they had hoped to in the
MlAA Conference match.
None of the Miner grapplers
were able to qualify for the
national tournament. The
best anyone could do was
third.
Senior Bill Spencer, who
holds all but one of the
Miners' career records and
most of the single season
records, managed to capture
third in the 167 pound weight
class. Also placing for the
Miners were junior Kirk
Avery (4th in 177 pound
class) and freshman Alan
Lange (4th in heavyweight
division).
The Miners finished their
season with 8 wins and 6

Shaft

Saloon

Come On Down To

The .Mine Shaft
Open Mon. thru Scit., 11:30 to 1:30 a.m.
HAPPY HOURS 3:00 to 5:00 Mon thru Thur.
2:00 to 5:00 Fri.

11-2 p.m. Served Daily

1107 Pine Rollo , MO 65401; Ph.-364-4334

Dave Moore set a personal
record in the two-mile run
with a time of9:46. He ran an
excellent race, seemingly
controlling the tempo of the
pace even when 'he wasn't
leading. With 220 yards left
he burst into the lead and
won his heat of the two-mile
handily!

Overall the Miners looked
tough once again, as most of
Clint Campbell also added the team members bettered
his name to the Miners'
previous
perrecord book. Both he and their
WRESTLER'S NOTE
The UMR
Intramural Wrestling is Brent Haefner finished the formances.
next Monday thru Thursday. three-mile run under the old tracksters will not compete
All wrestlers should record time of 15:30. Clint in a meet this weekend.
remember to weigh in finished in 15 :16 and Brent Instead they will be
Sunday between 12 and 2 followed close behind With preparing for the MIAA
o'clock and also they MUST 15:19. They finished sixth Conference Meet to be held
remember to have their and seventh, respectively. at CMSU on March 7!
blood
pressuresometime
checkedthis
at _ Randy
the
infirmary
_ _ _Shed
_ _continued
_ _ _ _to_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
week before being weighed
in.

M-Club

losses. Two new single
season records were set.
Scott Chalmers managed to
escape his opponents grasps - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a record 39 times and Bill
The UMR M-Club has aggressive defensive role.
Spencer executed the fastest named Rick Fuerman and Stucky claimed the first
fall in 13 seconds . The Mark Stucky co-athletes of championship by any UMR
Miners should have several the Week for outstanding athlete in the All-Missouri
returning lettermen next performances during the track meet held at the
year. Hopefully the ex- past weekend. Senior Rick Hearnes Center in Columbia.
perience they gained this Fuerman hit a clutch last After emerging through the
season will help them im- second jumper to lead the qualifying meets, Stucky
prove next year's per- basketball team to a stun- easily outdistanced the field
formance.
ning victory over nationally in the 1,000 yard run finals
ranked
CMSU.
The with a time of 2:17:91. The
petroleum . engineering M-Club congratulates both
major totaled 10 points for athletes for their acthe night while playing an complishments.

Athlete of the Week

Get Fit For
SUMMER
EST MPC

$5065.

·t

• With 4-speed transmission. Remem ber. compa re this EPA esti mate to
the ~ estimated mpg ~ of other cars.
You may get different mileage. depending on how fast you drive.
weather conditions. and trip length.
Your actual highway mileage will
probably be less than the estima ted
highway mi leage.
'1ndudes dealer prep. freight charges
Taxes. license. opti ons extra.

You'll Find All
Of Your
Sporting Equipment
At
KEY SPORT SHOP
Large Selections:
Shorts-Tees

- Brooks - Nike
-Pony -Converse
PLUS LOTS MORE

POOL, PINBALL, FOOSEBAtL, SPACE GAMES
DARTS, CHESS, CHECKERS AND BACKGAMMON
LUNCH WITH SALAD BAR

demonstrate his jumping
ability. He hopped, skipped
and jumped for 45'10" to
capture sixth in the triple
jump!

and BSU.

Spencer third
By DAN BROWN

a 2:00 half-mile, barely
missing a sixth place finish.)
The Miners anchorman,
Rick Lux, had already
finished third in the open
quarter (49.8). When he
received the baton, the
Miners were in third. But
~ick made up 15 yards and
overtook the second place
team, SMS, on the first lap.
He then held off a surge by
the SMS runner. All en route
to completing a 4s-second
anchor leg! The relay team's

Hwy . 63 South
Ro lla . Mo . 65401
314 ·364 · 5008
Tim & Ken
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